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Recommended Citation
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Accession Number: 1984/05.0394 
Name of Collection: Nancy Jane Tyson 
Inventory Completed By:  Karin Neace 
Date Completed: 06/27/16 
Location: Marshall University Special Collection’s Department 
Scope and Content:  
Drafts and corrected copy for Tyson’s book, 'Eugene Aram: literary history and typology of the scholar-
criminal,' published by Archon Press, 1983. 
 
Box 1 
 Folder 1    Draft pp. 1-128 
 Folder 2    Notations 
 Folder 3    “Pages retyped from revised version for publication” 
 Folder 4    Draft pp. 129-249[259] 
 Folder 5    Draft pp. 260-323 
 Folder 6    Loose blues 
 Folder 7   Eugene Aram- preliminary pages; chapter 1- corrected draft 
 Folder 8    Eugene Aram Chapter 2- corrected draft 
 Folder 9    Eugene Aram Chapter 3- corrected draft 
 Folder 10    Eugene Aram Chapter 4- corrected draft 
 Folder 11    Eugene Aram Chapter 5 Corrected draft 
 Folder 12    Eugene Aram chapter 6 bibliography 
 
 
